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Reflecting on a recent three-decade review of the social-ecological sciences of False Bay in Cape Town 
that was co-authored by 32 South African based scientists, this essay draws on current Anthropocene 
scholarship in the environmental humanities and social sciences to suggest four approaches to strengthening 
transdisciplinarity engagement between social and natural sciences. First, the material flows between the 
fields categorised as ‘nature’ and ‘society’ is suggested as an alternative empirical base for integrative 
transdisciplinary research, building on emergent transdisciplinary fields including industrial ecology, 
biogeochemical sciences, circular economics and critical zone scholarship. Second, a humanities-informed 
conversation in South African scholarship invites discussion as to whether and how the conceptual categories 
of nature and society remain empirically useful, given the evidence in Anthropocene stratigraphy that human 
living is terra-forming. Third, humanities scholarship is vital for the scholarly assessment of historical and 
contemporary data sets and scientific publications. Fourth, the theorisation of ‘social systems’, ‘the human’, 
‘society’, and ‘ecosystem services’ in the social-ecological approaches represented in the review, create 
a barrier for social scientists to take up invitations to transdisciplinary research partnerships. The above 
concerns, taken together, frame an alternative approach to transdisciplinary research that is tentatively 
suggested as an ‘anthropocenography’: a research paradigm based on material flows in the Anthropocene. 

Significance:
Innovations in transdisciplinary research that attend to material flows are evident in multiple emerging fields 
that address the Anthropocene, including biogeosciences, industrial ecology, urban metabolism, circular 
economies, and critical zone sciences. Responding to a 30-year review of the sciences of False Bay, I argue 
that these new research fields, which encompass earth sciences, biosciences and applied sciences, offer 
generative linkages to emerging scholarship in environmental social sciences and humanities that also attend 
to material flows. Linking social and natural sciences via material flows is therefore suggested as a generative 
approach to transdisciplinarity. 

Introduction
‘What you see, blocks your sight’, veteran journalist Khaba Mkhize used to teach fellow journalists who were 
covering complex conflicts in South Africa in the 1990s.1 In studying the scientific review paper titled ‘A synthesis 
of three decades of socio-ecological change in False Bay, South Africa: Setting the scene for multidisciplinary 
research and management’ by Pfaff et al.2 (henceforth: ‘Synthesis’), Mkhize’s caution comes to mind. A chain of 
questions arises: What is being seen? What is not being seen? Has all that counts, been counted?

The Synthesis is a landmark in South African transdisciplinary efforts to address multi-decadal harms that have 
accrued in False Bay, in its particular expression of the planetary emergency comprising global heating, extinction 
risks, contamination, and extractivism. As does any work of scientific review, the Synthesis represents one of the 
most important forms of scholarly endeavour as it reflects back on prior research to take stock and reset research 
and funding agendas.

Published in the Elementa: Sciences of the Anthropocene in July 2019, the Synthesis was co-authored by 32 
South Africa focused marine biologists, oceanographers, conservationists, geographers and geologists in 
collaboration with provincial and city officials. It cites 310 papers as well as 17 unpublished studies of False Bay in 
the three decades since white supremacy began to be undone. At the time of writing, the Synthesis had achieved 
a credible 25 citations in the three years since its publication. 

As a social scientist, however, the dearth of social sciences and humanities in the article evidences an uncomfortably 
familiar fault line in South African scholarship between the social and natural sciences on environmental concepts 
and governance. Not a single social science journal article about Cape Town, or the Cape Flats, or the environmental 
challenges thrown up by apartheid’s urban planning, appears in the bibliography. Apartheid spatial planning set 
up the Cape Flats Wastewater Treatment Works on the sand dunes at the edge of False Bay, for example, and did 
not line its settlement ponds that are sited atop the major recharge zone of the Cape Flats Aquifer which in turn 
discharges vast quantities of water to the ocean.3 The siting of the Treatment Works in the area designated for 
people of colour, on the dunes close to False Bay’s northern edge, overlooks a crucial element of the urban-marine 
ecology under study. Thus, while institutionalised racism is congruent with many of the Anthropocene harms that 
the authors set out to describe, it receives no mention. 

As for social theory, the sole social science theorist to be cited is Frances Fukuyama4, author of the ‘triumph of 
liberalism’ theory that supposes the present era to be at the end of social historical struggle. His argument, and its 
iteration in neoliberal concepts that inform the key social analytics of the framing narrative, has been the focus of 
heavy criticism from the social sciences. In the context of struggles against neoliberal governance in South Africa 
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in general and the Western Cape in particular, the concepts invoked do 
not offer a neutral or natural account of society or history. 

This article offers a ‘review of a review’, in the hope that the fault line 
between social and natural sciences in environmental governance may 
be mediated, and chasms bridged. In developing this essay, I have four 
purposes. First, I hope to offer the wider bioscience community an 
insight as to where, how and why an engagement with contemporary 
environmental social sciences and humanities methods could offer 
generative re-framings of the paradigms currently directing environmental 
governance research in False Bay, and by implication, other contexts in 
South Africa too. A ‘material humanities’, I will argue, offers a viable and 
empirical research approach to the material flows between the physical 
spaces that are perceived to be separate because they are categorised 
as ‘nature’ and ‘society’. The methods of that material humanities are 
those of ‘muddy boots’: walking and talking to observe and listen; track 
and trace – and both triangulate these findings with data sets and use 
them to frame new research questions based on local insights.

Second, I invite a humanities-informed conversation in South African 
scholarship about whether and how the categories of nature and society 
remain useful, given the evidence in Anthropocene stratigraphy that 
human living is terra-forming. Again the proposed method is empirical: 
follow the matter, regardless of whether it is in a space characterised as 
‘natural’ or ‘social’. 

Third, I draw the attention of colleagues in the natural sciences to the 
importance of contemporary social sciences and humanities of reading 
data archives in the context of their production. Science studies, and 
histories of science, offer vitally important approaches to the evaluation 
of data and research.

Fourth, I draw the above together to point to the limitations attending 
the conceptualisation of nature as an ecosystem service, and society 
as a system. Both ideas are prominent in the Synthesis, and in my 
view, while these approaches may have rhetorical value in seeking buy-
in from governing officials whose paradigm is neoliberal, they are not 
empirically useful in comprehending flows and processes on the ground. 
Earth processes do not function in dollar values. A paradigm shift in 
environmental governance sciences is therefore warranted. 

The purpose of attending to the above concerns is not to attack 
environmental allies in the struggle to address the planetary emergency, 
but to try to identify ways to improve scholarly dialogue so that we 
may together address the immense challenges of the Anthropocene. 
The argument begins with an overview of the history of disciplinary 
divides; then moves to respond to the Synthesis from the perspective of 
contemporary environmental social science and humanities. I conclude 
with a summary of the proposal to shift transdisciplinary environmental 
governance sciences to focus on the material flows and processes 
that characterise the Anthropocene, and suggest that an integration of 
multiple emergent transdisciplinarities of material flows and exchanges 
may take form in a field that, following Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, could  
be usefully indexed as an ‘Anthropocenography’.5 

The challenge for science of a planetary 
emergency: Tackling disciplinary divides
The idea that humanity is separate from nature is a foundational one 
in modernist thought, stemming from Europe in the 1600s when Rene 
Descartes offered the Church his Discourse on Method.6 A peace treaty 
that attempted mitigation of the risks he and others faced to life and 
limb when accused by the Church of heresy, Descartes’ Discourse on 
Method is a deeply theological text. It proposes a science of observable 
nature that would provide insight into the mind of God, while the Church 
should attend to the inobservables, that is, matters of theology and spirit. 
Long critiqued for separating body from mind, Discourse on Method did 
so to try to keep scientists’ heads on their own shoulders. Its proposals 
were not enough to prevent Descartes from dying in exile, however, 
but it did provide the conceptual shift necessary to enable Descartes’ 
successors to work in greater freedom as more and more researchers 
sought to persuade the powerful that what counts could be separated 

from what was counted. What could be valued therefore came to be the 
concern of the Church, separated from what was to be considered as 
facts known by observational science. Following from this, culture came 
to be considered separately from nature; subject from object. That this 
bifurcation of scholarly attention was a political struggle for survival, not 
a fact of nature, is mostly forgotten now, and the separation of natural 
and social sciences is hard-wired into universities globally. 

Now, amid the conditions described by earth scientists as ‘the 
Anthropocene’ geological era7,8, which was suggested by Eugene F. 
Stoermer and Paul Crutzen9, universities and researchers alike are 
increasingly aware of the need to work across disciplinary divides, 
because clearly if human actions are affecting planetary processes, their 
separate study is neither intellectually tenable nor politically useful in 
the task of addressing the planetary crisis. While ‘ecosystem services’ 
has come to be a dominant approach in environmental governance 
sciences in recent decades as an attempt to link political values to 
scientific fact, its account of what counts, and its theorisation of nature, 
person, system and society is deeply problematic for many in the social 
sciences. Happily, it is not the only approach to transdisciplinarity, and a 
number of vital fields have emerged in the past decade that, in their focus 
on material flows, are more amenable to social science and humanities 
research partnerships. 

Among these, the biogeosciences10 respond to the realisation that 
life processes themselves are terra-forming, and that the planetary 
conditions that support life are bolstered by life. A linkage of soils 
sciences, geohydrology and biogeosciences led to the supra-integrative 
field that has come to be known as critical zone sciences11,12 that offer a 
means to study the relations that make for habitability in the approximately 
10-km-wide life-supporting zone at any point on the earth’s surface 
between aquifer and cloud. In geohydrology, hydrosocial sciences13 
emerged to rethink standard hydrological models in anthropogenic 
landscapes. The latter suggests the possibility for the biogeosciences to 
begin framing a biogeosocial science.

Anthrome studies14 offer a typology of human-altered landscapes. 
At the interface of engineering, planning and social sciences, the 
fields of industrial ecology15 and urban metabolism16,17 offer ways 
to conceptualise interlinked effects of urban planning decisions on 
urban ecology18. 

In the social sciences and humanities, the notion of the ‘technosphere’19 
offers a provocation for the integration of material and infrastructural 
worlds with earth sciences, and where geologists have begun framing 
typologies of anthropogenic landscape transformations7 (including 
the formation of anthropic rock), media scholars have begun to speak 
of media geologies20 to account for the changing stratigraphy of rare 
earths and other heavy metals used in computers, cellphones, silicone 
chips, etc. That body of work integrates well with a social science 
approach to the Anthropocene that prefers the term Capitalocene21, 
although industry in general offers a more comprehensive diagnostic 
for the planetary emergency. Historians who attend to the landscape 
transformations associated with slavery and early capitalism offer the 
term ‘Plantationocene’.22 

Landscape histories have been taken forward in the environmental 
humanities and social sciences via a corpus of work that can broadly 
be characterised as ‘the new materialism’ in the humanities23, spanning 
environmental justice24 research on toxicity (see in particular Rob Nixon’s 
Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor25) and alternatives 
to the militarisation of conservation26. In these bodies of work, Achille 
Mbembe’s work on the concept of ‘necropolitics’27 – a politics of negation 
of the human subject – has been taken up by human geographers to 
describe ‘necropolitical geologies’28. That work in turn links to a rich 
body of work in the field of forensic architecture29 that tracks and 
traces toxins in urban design and zones of warfare. In the related body 
of work on decolonial ecology30, the environmental struggles of our 
time are rooted in the objectifications of the world that underlie racism, 
sexism, and alienation from the earth31. Without engaging the legacies of 
objectified nature, decolonial ecologists argue, environmental governance 
scholarship will fail to achieve the goal of unmaking the Anthropocene. 
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For philosopher Bernard Stiegler, the goal of unmaking the Anthropocene 
requires scholarship on knowledge that speaks to the larger global 
struggles over science, in the age of for-hire consultancies and market-
driven science.32 Stiegler calls for knowledge-producers to recognise that 
part of the crisis of the Anthropocene is in the production of anti-knowledge, 
such as climate denialism, or contaminant denialism. The negation of 
the Anthropocene, he argues, becomes possible when knowledge is 
fragmented and reduced to the enumerative, without a sense of purpose 
or goal. What counts, is not always what is counted. Stiegler’s question is 
this: How can science be transformed to address what counts in the task 
of addressing the planetary emergency, amid the abuse of science and 
scientific authority to counter truths that discomfit the powerful?

In the spirit of a generative, urgent and transdisciplinary engagement that 
draws on these emergent transdisciplinarities, I offer a brief overview of 
the Synthesis, section by section, suggesting dialogues with the above 
literatures in ways that might foster the integrative approach needed 
to manage this vitally important Cape Town bay which is currently in 
crisis amid long-standing efforts by municipal coastal authorities to 
conceal the extent of its contamination. Knitted into this critique is an 
invitation to social sciences to engage with environmental governance 
scholarship in the spirit of generative disagreement between dissenting 
allies, and an invitation to colleagues in the applied and basic sciences, 
to take seriously the concerns of the social sciences and humanities, 
and the insights they bring to concepts, methods and approaches. 
My hope is that what follows offers the resources for transformative 
transdisciplinary research.

‘A Synthesis of Three Decades of Socio-
Ecological Change in False Bay’: A critique
The goal of the Synthesis is set out in the opening lines of its abstract: 

Over the past three decades, marine resource 
management has shifted conceptually from top-
down sectoral approaches towards the more 
systems-oriented multi-stakeholder frameworks of 
integrated coastal management and ecosystem-
based conservation. However, the successful 
implementation of such frameworks is commonly 
hindered by a lack of cross-disciplinary knowledge 
transfer, especially between natural and social 
sciences. This review represents a holistic synthesis 
of three decades of change in the oceanography, 
biology and human dimension of False Bay, 
South Africa.2 

Notwithstanding the goal of providing an ‘holistic synthesis’ that includes 
the ‘human dimension’ of False Bay, absent is published research on 
the social struggles on the Cape Flats that materially affect False Bay, 
including ongoing sanitation struggles33; the court battles to protect 
farmland and the aquifer on which food production depends34; or the 
use of legal instruments by provincial government against the City 
Council (and private wastewater treatment plant operators) to curtail 
river pollution35. Multiple unmentioned studies have been published on 
urban hunger in the Cape Flats36 and the rise of corporate supermarkets 
that have displaced spazas and family-owned grocery stores in formerly 
black areas, aggravating plastic pollution and hunger and therefore also 
increasing pressure on marine protected areas37. Apartheid shacklands 
and dormitories of Khayelitsha, Vrygrond, Lavender Hill, Lotus River and 
Capricorn that abut False Bay38 fostered the gangs that now aggravate 
abalone extinctions risks39. A slow violence of pollution25 along these 
rivers from inadequate sewage treatment plants and failing sewer pump 
stations, affects the health of many, particularly when E. coli counts 
are artificially lowered by dosing sewage spills with chlorine, a volatile 
element that reacts with other compounds in polluted water, leading to 
complaints of chronic respiratory conditions for those who live along 
these rivers. Some of these struggles have received wide print, radio 
and television coverage including on a national investigative journalism 
television show that led to a subsequent battle at the Broadcasting 
Complaints Commission, which the City of Cape Town lodged, but lost.40 

The keywords that anchor the paper’s engagement with the ‘social’ 
include ‘population’; ‘tourism’; ‘development’; ‘economy’; ‘social goals’ 
and ‘social systems’. The words ‘race’ and ‘racism’ do not appear. 
‘Apartheid’ appears once, as does ‘inequality’. ‘Poverty’ appears three 
times, while ‘water sport’ appears four times and ‘tourism’ receives 
18 in-text mentions including a dedicated table as a supplemental file. 
A crucial omission is an engagement with social science conceptual 
literature that critiques the theorisation of nature as ‘ecosystem 
services’.41,42

Where human population receives mention (nine times, in each case 
referring to ‘over-population’), the argument invokes familiar moralist 
causal chains such as pollution, over-fishing and illegal fishing, or lack of 
care for the environment2 without regard to the structural causal chains 
linked to extreme income inequalities, including extractive profit-taking 
in fisheries and the property sector, or the consequences of privatising 
services (such as the privatised management of the Zandvliet Wastewater 
Treatment Works on the Kuils River) in which profits to shareholders 
abroad increase the costs of basic services. So too, privatisation of 
treatment works upgrades have affected the environment: for over a 
decade, several major civil engineering companies fought court battles 
over who ought to have been awarded the tender for the upgrade of 
the sewage works at Zandvliet. This series of court battles affected the 
health and well-being of people, rivers and ocean, and, unchecked by 
authorities, it elevated companies’ legal rights to contest a tender over 
citizens’ constitutional rights to a clean environment.40 

It is noteworthy that the integrative field of ‘biogeochemistry’ is 
foregrounded throughout the paper. As the study of the metabolic 
and mutually transformative interactions of biosphere, atmosphere, 
hydrosphere and lithosphere43, biogeochemistry offers a paradigm-
shifting analytical framework, and its presence in the paper gestures 
towards possibilities for unifying the natural and applied sciences with 
the social sciences in the management of False Bay via the emerging 
transdisciplinarities listed above. 

The discussion below follows the structure of the paper, in which the 
first three sections report on findings in the natural sciences under 
these headings: ‘Geology and physical oceanography of False Bay’; 
‘Biogeochemical oceanography of False Bay’; ‘Ecosystems and biota of 
False Bay’; and ‘The human dimension of False Bay’. 

Geology and physical oceanography of False Bay
The ‘Geology and physical oceanography’ section tells of the fascinating 
history and structure of the bay in geological time, but surprisingly does 
not bring into view its contemporary geological transformation: perhaps 
reflecting the assumption that geology occurred in the past. Emerging 
global transdisciplinary literatures on neogeomorphology44 would assist 
in attention to this in four ways. 

First, transport and residential infrastructure that are characterised by 
hard-surfacing using anthropogenic rocks such as concrete and tar 
that specifically introduce impermeability into geological landscapes, 
changing biogeochemical processes at the interfaces of solids and 
liquids (colloids45) and airborne particles (dust, mist and smoke). These 
geological changes of the Bay are occurring in the present.

Second, extractivism such as the extensive sand dune mining on the 
Cape Flats at Macassar, on the northern edge of False Bay, is dramatically 
changing the geohydrology of the urban coastal edge. Dune mining is 
warned against by the authors of a report commissioned by the City46 
and is contrary to established international practice that seeks to work 
with natural landforms to protect cities against sea level rise47. 

Third, disposal in the coastal zone warrants scholarly attention and 
possible intervention. The wastewater treatment works near Strandfontein 
introduce biogeochemical changes to the False Bay coastal region, as 
does the two-decades-old waste dump known as Capricorn, both of which 
are situated one to two kilometres from the littoral zone on the primary 
recharge zone of the Cape Flats aquifer, which itself discharges water with 
dissolved chemicals and particulate matter to False Bay.48 The municipal 
protocols at the Capricorn site do not compel the separation of e-waste 
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from any other waste, and the pollutants and heavy metals in technologies 
like millions of VHS tapes, NiCad batteries, CRT computer screens, low-
energy CFL lightbulbs and various plastics, for example, degrade and leach 
into the wider environment along with many other toxins identified in the 
industrial ecology and environmental chemistry literature.20 

Fourth, histories of infrastructure invite conversations on the use of 
the sea as a disposal site by both the municipality and the state.49,50 
The already-mentioned unlined sewage settlement ponds are a case 
in point, via which household, pharmaceutical and industrial toxins 
have leached into the aquifer since 1956. False Bay was used by the 
apartheid state for the disposal of military ordnance (notably at the 
site known by divers as ‘Ammo Reef’ near Boulders Beach), reflecting 
the Anthropocene-generating concept that the ocean constitutes 
an extra-terrestrial ‘nowhere’, outside of feedback loops to society. 
The knowledge that pollutants like toxins, microplastics and chemicals 
of emerging concern travel long-range with ocean evaporants, ocean 
circulation and migrating fish, is established consensus in the Stockholm 
Convention51, and therefore compels problem-focused, planetary-facing 
research questions from Cape Town that exceed the limits of any single 
established discipline in the natural or social sciences.

Biogeochemical oceanography of False Bay
The section on ‘Biogeochemical oceanography’ is assessed in four 
parts. First in focus are nutrients (offshore, nearshore and terrestrial 
inputs, and atmospheric inputs); second, water quality and pollution; 
third, chlorophyll; and fourth, algal blooms. 

Given the intensity of struggles over clean water and sanitation in 
many areas bordering False Bay, it is surprising that the authors do 
not note their existence in their framing narrative. Pollutants are both 
microbial and chemical, with the former contributing to algal blooms 
in inland vleis (lakes) on Cape Town’s Cape Flats, and in some cases 
even teenagers in various communities report the disappearance of 
frogs, toads, flamingoes, otters, crabs and fish that they remember 
from their childhood years. The pollution has become so severe, and 
municipal responses so poor, that on three occasions the political party 
in charge of the province, the centre-right Democratic Alliance, served 
its own party’s City Council with orders by the Green Scorpions, its 
environmental investigations directorate, to clean up or face arrests of 
senior executives responsible for pollution.35 

The impression created, wilfully or otherwise, is that the authors are 
hesitant to criticise City officials who have been responsible for the 
quality of sea water for more than the past decade. In the section on 
water quality and pollution, a 2012 study is cited, which found that 

approximately 30% of the City of Cape Town’s 
49 coastal sampling points ... did not comply with 
intestinal Enterococci-based human health criteria 
for intermediate-contact recreation... [T]he ... 
highest levels of contamination [were] along the 
northern shoreline between Muizenberg and 
Strand, with localized contamination hot spots, 
such as Kalk Bay Harbor. The main sources of 
contamination comprised leaking sewers and 
contaminated stormwater, often from poorly 
serviced areas. (§3.2). 

Struggles for municipal sanitation are not mentioned in the ‘governance’ 
section later in Synthesis. Attributing the problem to ‘poorly serviced 
areas’ displaces responsibility from the municipality to local areas.

Also not mentioned is that the City had kept seawater quality data secret 
from the public for several years, only releasing local results on demand 
to Ratepayer Associations subject to an individual’s signature on a 
non-disclosure agreement. This has effectively impeded independent 
scientific verification of the results, and put civic-minded volunteers at 
risk of a lawsuit for doing their neighbourly duty. It was fallacious for the 
authors to claim in this 2019 article, as they do in the conclusion (§6.1.1), 
that ‘Routine, publicly available in-situ measurements are currently 
recorded for wind, coastal temperature, rainfall, evaporation, river flow 

and water quality indicators’ (emphasis added). Coastal pollution figures 
were released finally in 2021, but only in rolling 12-month averages 
that may be useful for the purpose of marketing Cape Town as a tourist 
destination, but have virtually zero scientific value.52 Predictive modelling 
of coastal pollution is not available to the Cape Town public, contrary to 
international best practice on beach management.

It is difficult to understand why the authors do not note questions about 
the availability, usability or veracity of the seawater quality results 
provided by the City, given that both False Bay desalination plants were 
having difficulty functioning in the period during which this article was 
being developed (2018–2019), as per the data sourced from the City 
of Cape Town’s website for the period May to November 2018 and 
provided as supplementary material. Further, in a widely publicised 
dispute announced in April 2019 and its subsequent mediation, one 
of the private desalination contractors (in Table Bay) indicated that its 
case against the City rested on incorrect seawater quality data that had 
been supplied, as their results indicated that seawater quality was up to 
400% more polluted than the maximum indicated by the City’s coastal 
management division. While that occurred in Table Bay and not False Bay, 
the questions about the veracity and unavailability of seawater quality 
data from the City are as relevant to the failure of the two desalination 
plants in False Bay whose records demonstrate lengthy ‘downtime’ in 
warmer months, and whose early closures, before contract end dates, 
were also subject to non-disclosure agreements. Given the unavailability 
to scientists of coastal water quality data paid for by the public, it is 
problematic, if not unethical, for one of the co-authors who is employed 
by the City in its coastal management division and who therefore has 
access to both the undisclosed data and the discussions about keeping 
them secret, to not have declared a conflict of interest in the publication. 
Additional data that were available to the City coastal management 
scientists on this team would have been available from the desalination 
plants at Monwabisi and Strandfontein during the period of the research, 
which would have provided unprecedented access to seawater quality 
on a daily basis: the quality of which was responsible for inoperability 
of the plants for substantial periods of time, particularly when waters 
had warmed. It is difficult to understand why data accessible to 
City scientists on this team that was focused on critical questions 
regarding False Bay seawater quality was not disclosed to this scientific 
community, nor to the public, and that its secrecy was not discussed. 
The South African Constitution guarantees freedom of information and 
freedom of scientific research, yet these guarantees were being actively 
undermined by officials within City Coastal Management at the time of 
writing the Synthesis, who later elected to make data available only in 
meaningless annual rolling averages. 

Disconcerting questions also arise in §3.1.2, titled ‘Nearshore nutrient 
distributions and terrestrial inputs’. The Synthesis omits research in 
False Bay by environmental chemists Cecilia Ojemaye and Leslie Petrik 
whose studies of chemicals of emerging concern in fish caught in 
False Bay were heavily contested by City officials on the grounds that 
the findings would “damage fishers’ livelihoods”53. The Ojemaye-Petrik 
paper was published in May 2019, with extensive media coverage, two 
months before the date given by the journal on which the final version 
of Synthesis was accepted. As Synthesis includes reports from 17 
unpublished studies, and two of the co-researchers on Petrik’s funded 
research team are co-authors on this paper, the exclusion of this research 
is difficult to attribute to oversight rather than choice. 

Another surprising omission is the presence of the Capricorn Waste 
Dump and the Cape Flats Wastewater Treatment Works, neither of 
which receive focused mention although they abut the False Bay 
coast. Synthesis notes that metal concentrations are most pronounced 
between Muizenberg and Strand, precisely where these infrastructures 
are located. Research on contaminants in rivers flowing into Table Bay 
is excluded.54

‘Metal concentrations in False Bay are influenced by the meteorology 
of the area, coastal topography, geomorphology, and hydrodynamics’, 
the author of this section asserts, followed by a sentence that is at best 
obfuscatory: ‘These environmental factors’ – the language renders them 
natural, not culpable – ‘also influence the extent’ – the grammar occludes 
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governance responsibilities or policy problems – ‘of metal contamination 
caused by anthropogenic activities’ – the word choice evades municipal 
urban planning decisions. 

Passive grammars are discouraged in the empirical social sciences 
precisely because they elide causality and slip into tautology – as in this 
circular argument which contends that anthropogenic contaminants are 
explained by their being anthropogenic. The section writer concludes: 
‘Recent research has confirmed that concentrations of metals such as 
cadmium, lead, and manganese in Western Cape marine ecosystems 
have increased since 1985 and are influenced by localized sources’ 
and concedes, further, that there is also ‘evidence of bioaccumulation 
of metals such as arsenic, molybdenum, cadmium, copper and zinc 
in mussels (M. galloprovincialis) in False Bay’2(p.10). Yet, against this 
evidence, the writers simply note that ‘Further research needs to focus 
on determining the source of contaminants to False Bay’, making no 
mention of the waste dump that has not sorted e-waste from household 
waste; nor mentioning the sewage treatment works that sit directly on 
the primary recharge zone of the Cape Flats aquifer which the Synthesis 
notes contributes vast quantities of water into the Bay; nor mentioning 
the plumes of dust from the Capricorn Waste Dump that cover the Cape 
Flats in southerly summer winds, or the northerly winds that disperse 
waste dump dust directly into the Bay in winter, or the leachate from 
the aboveground waste dump into a river that flows into the ocean after 
travelling mere metres from the raised landfill site. 

These omissions of on-the-ground relations speak to problems of 
concept, method and approach that would be remedied by engagement 
with a range of methodological and conceptual insights from the social 
sciences and humanities. 

In regard to methods: qualitative social sciences conducted by walking, 
talking and observing, have the potential to frame research questions 
that are not available to studies of cartographies, policy documents and 
species. Second, work such as that conducted by Eyal Weizman and 
colleagues under the rubric of ‘forensic architecture’55, would surface 
ways in which movements of toxins affect publics; thus pollution studies 
warrant on-the-ground community engagement to identify gaps in 
official knowledge, and struggles over habitability56. 

In regard to concepts, the conceptualisation of space in terms of 
categories has evidently hindered the capacity to see material flows, 
because urban infrastructure (‘society’) is not conceptualised as part of 
the marine environment (‘nature’). Second, in the absence of attention 
to flows of mud, dust, and mist, there is an evident confusion of states 
of matter – solids, liquid, and gas – with matters of state. Environmental 
governance is compromised when its research is overly focused on 
the categorisation of natural states of land and water (sea, river, land) 
without adequate regard to flows of the in-between states of matter, 
such as colloids, dust and mist that traverse boundaries established 
for the purpose of governance. The very ungovernability of mobile, in-
between states of matter is the reason for environmental struggles over 
contaminants.57 Property boundaries, legal categorisations, states of 
matter, and landform types have all hindered the researchers’ ability to 
see linkages that are in plain sight – and evident to those who live in the 
area. Muddy boots are necessities for regional Anthropocene studies.

Ecosystems and biota of False Bay
This section of the Synthesis focuses on ecosystem types: estuaries; 
sandy beaches; rocky shores; and invasive species; birds; and 
megafauna (sharks, seals, and cetaceans). The fall in the numbers of 
breeding populations reported in the studies that are reviewed, is the 
canary-in-the-coalmine for the conditions of habitability in the Cape Town 
region, reflecting the wider experience of ‘the sixth great extinction’58 
that characterises the Anthropocene as one of the most destructive to 
biodiversity in our planet’s history. The overview is comprehensive and of 
vital importance. The question, implicitly, is how to build environmental 
citizenship in a country where the vast majority of citizens, for over a 
hundred years, have been cut off from land and ecology.

Research on fishers’ care for the ocean and marine species, offers 
routes to fostering fishers’ care for species. This is important given 

that the fisheries quota allocations reduce the relation of fishers and 
species to the extraction of biomass. The struggles of Cape Flats 
communities to protect wetlands, rivers and aquifers, in Princess Vlei, 
Sandvlei and the Phillippi Horticultural Area, offer insights into the 
kinds of environmentalism that is emerging in communities that were 
dispossessed of ecological lives by the apartheid state. 

Contemporary social science extinctions literature59 provides much 
discussion on relations of care for the material flows around circles of 
human activity, and their impact on water60, and on soil61. Anna Tsing et 
al.’s Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet62 yields a rich vein of enquiry 
in relationships with species, building on Tsing’s earlier work on ‘multi-
species relations’ as a sub-field of environmental anthropology63. 
Literatures on loss of species engage the affective dimensions of living 
in the age of extinctions, exploration of which opens up possibilities for 
building public cultures of empathy and fellow-feeling for animals.64 
Feminist ecopolitics offers strategies for care that differ from the implied 
requirement for relations of command-and-control between sciences 
and publics; this thinking informs, for example, the ‘WaterStories’ 
website that offers publics strategies for living with care for the seas, 
rivers and vleis of Cape Town.65 

Shared by all these approaches is a refiguring of the theory of the human 
in which people constitute a class of beings that live de facto against 
nature. Building an ecological politics in Cape Town based on care for 
species, refigures the theory of the human and offers transformative and 
generative routes to reconnecting people with ecology – and planet. 

The human dimension of False Bay
‘Human dimensions of False Bay’ is the focus of the fourth part of the 
Synthesis, and it reflects many years of work in the fisheries justice 
sector led by Merle Sowman66 and, more recently, Serge Raemakers67. 
The section offers an overview of policies and laws and protocols for 
fisheries governance, and appropriately points out the difficulties of 
environmental governance when the Bay is not under a single authority. 
It then notes various initiatives for enforcement, and lists actors in civil 
society. Nonetheless, while the focus of work in fisheries management 
has been on the issue of governance, the paradigm that holds there to 
be a ‘social system’ that constitutes a ‘human dimension’ of a ‘social-
ecological system’ presents significant difficulties for social scientists to 
come aboard as a partner in environmental governance science projects. 
Environmental social science and humanities approaches do not work 
with ‘systems theory’ because ‘social systems’ are ideals rather than 
practices that are empirically observable. For that reason, research on 
‘social systems’ is rarely a focus in qualitative social science journals. 
Social-ecological systems theory, with its focus on idealised governance 
and organisational systems, makes it difficult to bring into view the 
politics of dissent that affect False Bay such as the ongoing struggle of 
ratepayers against sewage malfunctions in Zandvliet and Kuils River, for 
example. Social-ecological systems approaches also fail to bring into 
view the role of engineering, design and infrastructure, or encompass 
their material flows – as is evidenced in the Synthesis where discussion 
on infrastructure in False Bay is missing in action.

The section on ‘Education and awareness’ focuses exclusively on the 
education of tourists via ecotourism and elite sports in formerly white 
areas where higher property prices are ‘generating income in the real 
estate and financial sectors’2(p.28). Excluded are environmental advocacy 
groups that are active in the areas that the apartheid state designated 
for ‘Blacks’ and ‘Coloureds’ on the Cape Flats. Scholarship on the lack 
of sanitation in Khayelitsha in critical social sciences and urban studies 
literature33, and the well-publicised struggles of communities along the 
Kuils River downstream of the Zandvliet Wastewater Treatment Works, 
are also absent although they directly affect water quality in False Bay40. 

The section on ‘Human-wildlife conflicts’ identifies the entanglement of 
cetaceans in fishing gear, antagonism between fishers and seals over 
catches, and shark attacks. The advice offered here, viz ‘reducing the 
spatial overlap in time and space’2(p.30) between animals and people is 
surprising given that this is an urban bay, and that encouraging care for 
species implies greater awareness – and therefore more exposure to 
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different species. The absence of critique of the human-wildlife conflicts 
paradigm is inexplicable given the presumption that the human-wildlife 
conflicts approach constructs as ‘normal’ a conflictual relationship 
between animals and people, and it relies on maintaining the paradigm of 
‘war’ that it claims to identify and mediate.68 This anthropocentric account 
of wildlife conflicts would benefit from engagement with equivalent work 
in the environmental humanities, in several respects. Non-behaviourist 
approaches attend to animal experience of their bodily presence in the 
world. The award-winning work of ethological philosopher Vinciane 
Despret, for example, discusses the importance of reframing animal 
studies via attention to animals’ experiences and responses.69 With that 
approach, questions arise as to whether contamination in False Bay may 
have contributed to the disappearance of several hundred great white 
sharks, particularly given that these apex predators evidenced high 
levels of bioaccumulated pollutants in a 2016 study in a nearby bay.70 

Finally: a theory of marine governance based on desire for habitability and 
safety undergirds the work led by Synthesis co-author Serge Raemakers 
in the Abalobi project.67 The approach, co-developed with fishers, remains 
one of the most promising co-management initiatives in South Africa. 
An approach to environmental governance that is based on the work 
of Abalobi in respect of fishers’ desire for habitability, is likely to be far 
more effective in building a people’s environmentalism than a theory of 
environmental governance based on control that allies scientists with 
state violence, against the people, in the name of ‘getting compliance with 
science’ through one-way education and policing. That the latter approach 
to environmental sustainability is politically unsustainable, is amply 
demonstrated in the recent history of South African fisheries governance.

Conclusion: A paradigm refresh
What would a ‘paradigm refresh’ look like, that accounts for False Bay’s 
Anthropocene? The aforementioned discussion has suggested a number 
of approaches that may yield a more generative discussion between the 
social and natural sciences on environmental governance research than 
the approaches represented in the Synthesis.

First, the material flows between the fields categorised as ‘nature’ and 
‘society’ is suggested as an alternative empirical base for integrative 
transdisciplinary research, building on emergent transdisciplinary 
fields including industrial ecology, biogeochemical sciences, circular 
economics, urban ecology, and critical zone scholarship. 

Second, a humanities-informed conversation in South African scholarship 
invites discussion as to where, whether and how the conceptual 
categories of nature and society remain empirically useful, given the 
evidence in Anthropocene stratigraphy that human living is terra-forming. 

Third, humanities scholarship on reading evidence is necessary for 
scholarly reviews of data sets and published scientific literature, as it 
provides an approach that encompasses contexts of production of 
knowledge, and attends the question of how particular concerns – and 
lacunae – take form.

Fourth, the theorisation of the social via terms like ‘social systems’ and 
‘ecosystem services’ in the social-ecological approaches represented in 
the review, constitutes a barrier for social scientists to take up invitations 
to research partnerships. So too, the theorisation of the human as 
inherently at war with nature, is a flawed diagnostic that derives 
from a specific ideological context, not from nature itself. To theorise 
South Africans’ environmentalism or lack thereof, the place to begin is 
the history of land dispossession. Research and policy that is primarily 
oriented towards servicing elite sports and high-value tourism will never 
build the broad-based environmental public that will care for the waters, 
shorelines and species of False Bay. A research paradigm based on 
material flows at the marine urban edge, closely tied to environmental 
justice amid the ongoing harms of apartheid design and infrastructure, 
offers a viable basis for transdisciplinary research in the Anthropocene. 
Linking the multiple material-flows-based approaches to integrative 
scholarship that have emerged in the equivalent period that is under 
discussion in the 30-year Synthesis, would link current advances in 
biogeosciences to encompass material flows including those emanating 
from human activity. A ‘bio-geo-social science’ or ‘material humanities’ 

or ‘critical zone social science’ could be names for a new field that spans 
these multiple transdisciplinarities; as too might the term proposed by 
Viveiros de Castro: ‘Anthropocenography’ – in which the noun is neither 
science nor humanities. Whatever its name, research endeavours 
that link emerging transdisciplinary attention to flows in and through 
geologies, bodies, infrastructures, water and atmosphere, would offer 
a gathering space for natural and social sciences, engineering, public 
health, law and economics, in dialogue with the humanities and its 
specialist skills in the production of knowledge, concepts and narrative.71 

An integrative biogeosocial science of Anthropocene harms will be 
keenly attentive to the risks attending knowledge production in the era 
of market-driven science, including the kind of science communication 
that obscures coastal contamination data in order to market a city as a 
destination for tourism. Fearless science brings with it the willingness 
to see beyond that which is already agreed and within view, and does 
not balk at causing offence to the powerful, or to ‘the market’. For this 
reason it is as crucial for the environmental governance sciences of 
our time to extricate their structures from tourism marketing concerns, 
as it was for the founders of the sciences to extricate their practices 
from the Church in the 1600s. To unmake the Anthropocene we need 
courageous sciences that address the harms that damage our planet: 
whether these harms come via infrastructures protected by powerful 
interests, or via market forces, or Constitution-violating foreclosures of 
access to information about contamination. 

Bio-geo-social environmental governance scholarship will recognise that 
the building of an environmental public across all sectors of South African 
society requires acknowledgement that black South Africans have 
suffered generations of trauma from apartheid and colonial policies 
that cut off their access to land and ecology. This historical reality 
requires engagement from environmental sciences across the board if 
a broad-based environmental public is to be built. From a close research 
engagement with community organisations and the challenges that they 
face, a scholarly grounding in lived ecologies will emerge. 

Finally: while this critique has focused on the review of research on a 
single bay offered by a cohort of 32 natural scientists, the invitation to 
contemporary social scientists in South Africa is implicit, and urgent. 
Both ‘calling in’ and ‘calling out’ are transformational tools. Our work 
warrants more than a default to the exposé, if we are to build generative 
engagements with allies in the natural sciences with whom we dissent. 
Simultaneously, the invitation to natural scientists is to engage deeply 
with emerging environmental social sciences and humanities literatures 
in pursuit of habitability amid the planetary challenges that are already 
with us – and those to come. 
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